
 

Summative Report: 

“Dutch Only”?! - Symposium on International Housing 
On the 20th of February, I*ESN Tilburg, Front, SAM, Animo and ELSA organised an 

international housing symposium inspired by the “Dutch Only” housing advertisements found online. 
The goal of this symposium was to inform the participants of the current housing situation for 
international students in Tilburg and to potentially generate new ideas on how to handle it. A number 
of speakers presented their information regarding the situation to the audience; the Housing Officer 
of Tilburg University, a representative of the Municipality of Tilburg, an I*ESN Tilburg board member 
and a lawyer from RADAR. By each presenting their information and perspective on the problem, the 
audience had enough material and information to discuss the matter. Below are summaries of each 
presentation, followed by a number of discussion rounds in which the audience got to provide their 
input. 

 

Tilburg University Housing Office 

The Housing Office of Tilburg University was founded in May 2017 and assists (international) 
students in finding suitable housing. It does this by supporting incoming international students with 
sufficient information through online communication. Aside from this, the Housing Office offers                     
already-reserved accommodations, keeps contact with the municipality and offers emergency 
solutions to arriving international students who have not yet secured housing. 

Incoming international students face a highly diverse set of challenges when looking for a 
house in Tilburg. A lot of them don’t know where to start looking, are confronted with “Dutch-Only” 
advertisements or run into scams. Also, the housing supply in Tilburg is limited which means that 
students sometimes have to lower their expectations if they want to find suitable housing in time. 

Furthermore, it is important to note that the university is, according to Dutch Law, legally not 
permitted to own a type of dormitory to house its students. Therefore, the university is unable to 
provide direct assistance to incoming international students in the form of providing accommodation. 

 

Municipality Council of Tilburg 

Since the end of the economic recession a few years ago, Tilburg has grown as a city. There is 
a high demand for affordable housing in the city center and the suburbs. This applies to both 'ordinary' 
citizens and students. The housing shortage experienced by students, especially international 
students, is an effect of the increasing student population in Tilburg. Because the housing shortage is 
not only harmful to students, the municipality has drawn up a rule to give non-students a chance to 
find a home in Tilburg. 

To rent out a house to three or more tenants you need a special permit. All applications for 
this permit for houses within a radius of 50 metres of other student houses are automatically rejected. 
A consequence of this measure is that it is very difficult, or almost impossible, to offer new student 
housing in the city centre. 

Another consequence is that non-students in Tilburg are not automatically driven out of the 
city and that all houses are replaced by student houses. The municipality of Tilburg is now looking for 



 

other solutions to solve the existing problem without hurting the non-student population of Tilburg, 
which continues to grow at a high rate. 

I*ESN Tilburg 

Within I*ESN Tilburg, the main priority is the integration of international students not only 
amongst each other but also within the Dutch community. To integrate means “to mix and join a 
society or a group of people”. Our goal is to do that for international and Dutch students, or more 
importantly, anyone who is internationally minded and willing to meet new people. 

For the past 8 years, our experience has shown us that the inclusion and intergation of all 
students works better than exclusion and segregation. When comparing this to the Dutch-Only 
situation within the housing problem, we noticed that that automatically excludes a whole community 
of students who have lived or will live in Tilburg for a period longer than 6 months, but that are still 
unable to get housing simply due to their nationality. That way, to a certain extent, those students are 
also partially, or even fully, excluded from the Dutch community. By including international students 
within Dutch-Only houses, it would not only help them feel welcomed in their new home for the 
upcoming years but also to adapt better to the Dutch society and the language. Dutch-Only houses 
firmly oppose the concept of inclusion and Integration.  

 

RADAR 

First, they explained the discrimination of international students from a legal perspective; 
specifically targeting discriminatory Facebook advertisements. Under the Equal Treatment Law (art. 
7) it is illegal to treat people unequally unless it is in a private setting. Additionally, it is illegal to 
discriminate under the Dutch Penal Law, yet nationality is not mentioned as a ground of discrimination 
under this law.  

There are different situations in which international students are discriminated, the following are 
considered to be the most common:  

1. Living together with the landlord and/or landlady in the same house: under the Equal 
Treatment Law the lady is permitted to set requirements for the tenants living with her, even 
if these are extremely discriminatory. They are living in their house; therefore her rules apply 
as it is a private setting and the law does not prevent this. 

2. Students living together in a student house with a landlord and/or landlady not living there: 
the landlord is not allowed to set certain discriminatory requirements as it does not regard 
their private setting. However, the students whom will be living with the new tenant are 
probably allowed to set certain requirements, yet they cannot advertise these on Facebook 
as this is not a private setting.  

3. Students living together in a house from a housing corporation: in this situation the students 
are allowed to choose their new roommate and if they can’t find one within a certain period 
the housing corporation will take over. In case these students post discriminatory 
advertisements under the responsibility of the housing corporation, this would likely to be 
considered illegal.  

As a result, RADAR was unable to provide a definite answer on these questions as there has never 
been a case launched on this specific topic. Therefore, he requested students who have been 
discriminated to file a complaint at the “College Voor de Rechten van de Mens” (A Dutch, independent 
organisation that supervises human rights). This is free of charge and they will answer these questions 



 

for you. Furthermore, it might open up a debate or open people’s mindsets as most students probably 
don’t realise how harsh their Dutch-Only advertisements sound to international students. 

 

Discussion 

Statement: How can we stimulate the acceptance of international students in Dutch-Only houses? 

 Someone suspected people advertising their houses to be “Dutch Only” because that way they 
filter, and therefore decrease, the flood of messages they will receive. By advertising a house to not 
be international-friendly, they will only get Dutch respondents rather than both Dutch and 
international. Furthermore, someone had mentioned a project which involved bringing international 
students into a Dutch home for a limited period of time to demonstrate what it would be like to live 
with them and to show others that it isn’t as bad as they would expect it to be. 

There were also comments and questions raised regarding the involvement of the University. 
A member of the audience suggested that academic opportunities should be tied to the concept of 
opening your house for international students. This would mean that, if a household consisted of a 
majority of international students, those students would then be eligible for more language courses 
at the university, for example. Someone else suggested that since the University focuses on character 
as one of its three pillars in the TEP, we should get graded on our character and this could be a way to 
decrease our score. Other audience members did not respond positively to this suggestion, as they 
believe that academics should be kept separately from the housing situation. There were also 
comments that Tilburg University is growing too fast, student-wise, and that they should somehow 
limit this growth in order to prevent the housing situation from escalating as much as it already is. 

 

Statement: How can the university improve information supply towards arriving international 
students? 

 The university already supplies international students with a welcome guide with information 
regarding the necessities in the Netherlands such as how to get a bank account. This information also 
includes housing information such as who to contact and which agencies you could turn to. Regardless, 
some students have described the provided information as inadequate as it only shows a limited 
number of options, and it does not convey the severity of the current housing situation. They believe 
that if the current housing situation is properly explained in the information booklet, that international 
students will start the search on time, preventing an increase in last-minute house-searchers. 

 The discussion was also taken to other cities, where the housing situation has been identified 
to be even more severe than it is in Tilburg. One case was mentioned about a student studying in The 
Hague but living in Tilburg due to them being unable to secure housing in The Hague. 

 

Statement: What can students do to help newly admitted students? 

 An audience member suggested to take new international students to as many events as 
possible in an effort to integrate them as much into ‘Tilburg student life’ as possible. However, 
someone expressed that new students might be unaware of what they can do in the active Tilburg 
student life, and that they should be able to orientate themselves better. The concept of ‘associations’ 
and with our particular split between Student, Study and Sport associations, it could be considered 
overwhelming. 



 

 Furthermore, this type of ‘mentoring’ could be expanded on with help from Tilburg University. 
Whilst the TOP week does, to a certain extent, serve as an introduction to the possibilities and the 
partying lifestyle of Tilburg, the university should be able to assist new students with their own 
mentoring system on top of any already-existing ones. 

 

Statement: How can we facilitate internationals applying for housing, despite not being in the 
Netherlands? 

 Coming back on the information booklet that the University provides international students, 
that information booklet only accounts for the ‘official’ channels for housing, like Talent Square or 
other agencies. The information booklet does not include ‘unofficial’ channels such as the Facebook 
group “Woonruimte Aangeboden/Gezocht Tilburg”, in which the “Dutch Only” advertisements are so 
dominant. However, these channels should still be promoted regardless, so that new incoming 
international students are exposed to as much information and as many opportunities as possible. 

 The main issue is that when internationals are abroad and looking for a house, they are unable 
to attend viewing nights (Dutch: ‘kijkavonden’/’hospiteeravonden’), which are very common. These 
viewing nights are intended for the residents already living in a house to meet potential new 
housemates and ‘select their favourite’. This process usually ensures that the new tenant fits into the 
current ‘house culture’ the best, as they will be hand-picked. This prevents any conflict in the future. 
Therefore, the audience concluded that sending a proxy, if at all possible, would not be a solution. A 
different solution was not proposed. 

 

Conclusion 

 At the end of the symposium there were no clear, new solutions that would clearly tackle the 
housing problem. There were suggested improvements on current systems and there were ideas 
regarding incentives or other systems, however there were too many factors causing uncertainty 
regarding the legitimacy and effectiveness of a proposed solution, like linking academic performance 
to the problem. 

 The university has a limited course of action, as they are not allowed to spend their money on 
providing accommodation for new students since it’s intended towards increasing educational values 
and research within the university. The municipality is also facing scarcity in the housing market in 
general and are struggling with finding a balance between providing students as well as ‘ordinary 
citizens’ with sufficient housing possibilities. Additionally, there are even students who study in other 
cities that live in Tilburg simply because they are unable to secure housing in the city of their 
educational institute.  


